Abstract. In perturbative quantum field theory one encounters certain, very specific geometries over the integers. These 'perturbative quantum geometries' determine the number contents of the amplitude considered. In the article 'Modular forms in quantum field theory' F. Brown and the author report on a first list of perturbative quantum geometries using the 'c2-invariant' in φ 4 theory [23, 6, 7] . A main tool was 'denominator reduction' which allowed the authors to examine graphs up to loop order (first Betti number) 10.
Introduction
For any connected graph G the graph polynomial is defined by associating a variable α e to every edge e and setting (1) Ψ G (α) = T span. tree e ∈T α e , where the sum is over all spanning trees T of G. These polynomials first appeared in Kirchhoff's work on currents in electrical networks [14] . The graph polynomial is linked by a matrix tree theorem to the determinant of the graph Laplacian (which we use in Definition 5). We write E(G) and V(G) for the set of edges and vertices in G, respectively. The loop order of G is its first Betti number h 1 (G). The degree of a vertex in G is the number of (half-)edges incident to v. We say that (2) G is in φ 4 (theory) if deg(v) ≤ 4 for all vertices v ∈ V(G).
We also use the term valence for the degree. A graph that is not in φ 4 is a non-φ 4 graph. The arithmetic contents of perturbative φ 4 (quantum field) theory is given by integrals over rational functions whose denominators are the squares of 1 graph polynomials [22] .
whenever the integral exists. A graph with existing period is called primitive (see Definition 18 for a graph theoretical description). In φ 4 theory the period P is a renormalization scheme independent contribution to the β-function [13] . Interestingly, also the quantum electrodynamical contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron shows closely related arithmetic contents [25] .
Since (1) is defined over the integers, it defines an affine scheme of finite type over Spec Z which is called the graph hypersurface X G ⊂ A |E(G)| . For any field k, we can therefore consider the zero locus X G (k) of Ψ G in k |E(G)| . If the ground field k ∼ = F q is finite, we have the point-counting function (4) [
It defines a map from prime powers to non-negative integers. Inspired by the appearance of multiple zeta values in the period integral, Kontsevich informally conjectured in 1997 that the function [X G ] might be polynomial in q for all graphs [17] . Although the conjecture is false in general [1, 23, 9] , a connection between the point-counting function and the period (3) remains valid. Certain information about the period is indeed detected by a small piece of the pointcounting function, called the c 2 -invariant, see [23, 6, 5] . For every graph G with at least three vertices [X G ] q is divisible by q 2 (Theorem 2.9 in [23] ). For these graphs we can define
For a fixed graph G the c 2 maps prime powers q to residues modulo q.
In the case when [X G ] q is a polynomial in q, the c 2 -invariant is the reduction modulo q of the coefficient of q 2 in this polynomial. The connection between the period and the c 2 -invariant is further borne out by the following conjecture, which holds in all presently known examples: Conjecture 1 (Remark 2.11 (2) in [23] , Conjecture 2 in [7] ). If P (G 1 ) = P (G 2 ) for primitive graphs G 1 , G 2 , then c The conjecture is supported by [5] , where it is shown that, for a large class of graphs, the c 2 -invariant is related to the de Rham framing on the cohomology of the graph hypersurface given by the integrand of (3) . In this sense the c 2 detects geometries (motives) in quantum field theory.
At low loop orders there exist only few, rather trivial c 2 -invariants (notably −1 and 0). At higher loops the picture becomes much more diverse. The graph polynomial that defines the c 2 grows rapidly in size with the loop order. Therefore it is desirable to develop tools beyond point-counting X G to determine the c 2 at least for small primes.
In [6] it was shown that the c 2 can be obtained by point-counting the product of two smaller 'Dodgson' polynomials with no division by q 2 , see Definition 5 and Equation (23) . But simplification does not stop there. If the c 2 is given by point-counting a product of two polynomials, each of which is linear in an (arbitrarily chosen) variable α then one may take resultants with respect to α This tool ('denominator reduction') can be iterated to quite efficiently reduce the polynomials that need to be counted. It enabled the authors of [7] to perform an exhaustive empirical search for c 2 s that come from primitive graphs with at most 10 loops. Some c 2 s are linked to the Fourier coefficients of certain modular forms (see Definition 42 and [6, 7] ). A striking result was the many gaps in the geometries found, see Table 1 . In particular, there was no modular form of weight 2 and level ≤ 1200 which matched the c 2 of any primitive graph of ≤ 10 loops in φ 4 theory (Conjecture 26 in [7] , see Conjecture 46).
Still, the empirical evidence was based on only 157 unique c 2 s. Higher loop orders, however, could not be examined because even after denominator reduction the point-counting was too time-consuming.
To overcome this difficulty, we prove a more powerful variant of denominator reduction: For simplicity, we assume that q = p is an odd prime. This allows us to trivially express any point-count as a sum over Legendre symbols, For any polynomial F in a positive number N of variables we have
A Legendre sum (X) p translates to a denominator √ X in (3), see Section 4. Integration over square roots suggests a more powerful 'quadratic denominator reduction' with two cases (see Definition 31 and Theorem 33):
The situation where one has both cases simultaneously is equivalent to standard denominator reduction. We found that quadratic denominator reduction is surprisingly efficient. In Section 8 we prove that one can always do a minimum of nine reductions, in most cases much more. We use the power of the new method to examine all c 2 s of loop order 11 in φ 4 and 10 in non-φ 4 . In φ 4 at loop orders 12 and 13 we can still perform a partial analysis which contains thousands of graphs. Altogether we can discriminate a total of 4801 c 2 s. The main result is that the sparsity found in [7] is confirmed. A possible counter-example to Conjecture 46 of ≤ 11 loops has to be beyond level 2000 in the modular form, see Result 44.
Explicitly, our findings are summarized in Table 1 where we introduced a notion of dimension for c 2 s (see Definition 43). In case of a modular correspondence the dimension of the c 2 is the weight of the modular form minus 1. Note that most c 2 s are not in Table 1 because they could not be identified as constants, Legendre symbols, or Fourier coefficients of modular forms. Explicitly, we conjecture that unidentified sequences begin at c 2 -dimension 4 in φ 4 and c 2 -dimension 3 in non-φ 4 (see Conjecture 52).
In Sections 2 to 4 we basically review known results for Dodgson polynomials, the c 2 , and standard denominator reduction. However, to prepare the upcoming new material we develop a new approach to signs for Dodgson polynomials in Section 2.
In Sections 5 to 7 we define and prove quadratic denominator reduction. Section 8 provides results for initial reductions. In Sections 9 and 10 we focus on the calculation of prefixes (initial prime sequences) of c 2 s up to loop order 13.
We conclude the article in Section 11 with a (somewhat personal) account on conjectures, speculations, and open problems related to the c 2 . In particular, the main interest is the identification of perturbative geometries. Regretfully, we do not even conjecturally have a description of perturbative geometries in general. Still, we speculate that φ 4 geometries have (at least) two ingredients. One is an analytical property: We expect that any perturbative geometry (φ 4 or not) is the intersection of two minimal polynomials of Dodgson type, see Definition 23 and Conjecture 47. For dimension zero this restricts to quadratic extensions of F q with discriminant = 3 mod 4 while in the one-dimensional case only (some) elliptic curves are allowed. The second (unknown) property seems to be of arithmetic type: At zero dimensions it relates to cylcotomic extensions and at dimension one it should rule out all curves. The arithmetic property only seems to exists in φ 4 which genuinely makes it a quantum condition. In the author's personal view, specifying and understanding this arithmetic property is the main problem in the field, see Problem 48.
All computations were performed using [26] on spare office PCs at the Department Mathematik, University Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany. Definition 42 ). The weight of the newform is the dimension of the c 2 plus 1. The lower index of an identified c 2 -invariant gives the loop order of its first appearance in φ 4 theory • or in non-φ 4 theory (only) • . The upper index indicates the maximum prime up to which the identification has been confirmed (not necessarily at the loop order of its first appearance). Identifications with no superscript have been proved for all primes, either here (for dimension zero) or in [6, 16] . The table is possibly incomplete for ≥ 12 loops in φ 4 . It does not include any non-φ 4 c 2 s of graphs with ≥ 11 loops.
Dodgson polynomials
Calculating the c 2 -invariant relies on point-counting Dodgson polynomials over finite fields F q . Because at high loop orders these polynomials are big, this task seems not efficient for large primes. However, the (very special) Dodgson polynomials fulfill a plethora of identities which one can utilize to reduce the point-count (modulo q or p if q = p n , p prime) to smaller polynomials.
In previous work [6, 8, 10, 27, 28] , even at the last reduction step, it was often sufficient to count the zeros of products of Dodgson polynomials. Therefore the overall signs did not matter and relations were often only derived up to sign. More recently [12] , point-counts of sums of Dodgson polynomials were considered, so that the signs of the individual terms matter. Here, we use a refined reduction where even for single polynomials the overall sign is important. So, all necessary relations are re-derived with a revised sign convention for Dodgson polynomials. We do this solely in the framework of determinant relations.
The setup is the following: Let G be a (multi-)graph which may have several components, multiple edges, and self-loops (i.e. edges which begin and end in the same vertex). The graph G has the edge set E(G) and the vertex set V(G). We pick an arbitrary orientation on the edges of G and write edges as two letter words of vertices. So, uv is an edge that begins in u and ends in v. A self-loop is vv. Note that in G may exist several edges uv or vv.
We order the edges and the vertices of G in some arbitrary way
so that ι i is the position of the edge or vertex i in the following (full, symmetric) expanded Laplacian:
To define L(G) we introduced variables α e for every edge e in G. In most equations we suppress the dependence on the variables α. The symmetric matrix L(G) depends on the orientation of the edges and the choice of ι. In the following we use edge and vertex labels (e, u rather than the position ι) to refer to rows and columns in L(G).
If one labels the edges before the vertices then L(G) can be expressed in terms of a diagonal matrix A carrying the variables α and the signed incidence matrix E G :
Example 2. For a pair of self-loops (A), a double edge (B), a chain of two edges (C) and two disconnected edges (D) we obtain the following expanded graph Laplacians (for suitable orientations and orders of edges and vertices). 
where L A,B is L with rows A and columns B removed. For our sign convention we lift the upper indices to words, i.e. we keep track of the order of elements (letters) in A and B. In case of multiple letters we will define that Dodgsons vanish.
It is convenient to use some set theoretic notation for words. We e.g. write x ∈ A if x is a letter in A and A ∩ B for the set of common letters in A and B. For any words we define a sign relative to ι. If we define A <x = {a ∈ A : ι a < ι x } then we obtain
The above equation is homogeneous under permuting A. So, we may assume that A is ordered according to ι. To order Ax we need |A| − |A <x | transpositions. Now, we can define signed Dodgson polynomials:
Definition 5. Let G be a graph and v ∈ V(G). Let I, J be words of equal length in the letters E(G) and K ⊆ E(G). Then the Dodgson
The determinant of the empty matrix is 1. For convenience we define Ψ
We omit empty indices; the Dodgson Ψ(G) is the graph polynomial (1).
If we need explicit reference to the variables α we may drop the argument G or write it as subscript. In particular, we write Ψ(α) or Ψ G (α) for the graph polynomial. For the connection to (1) see [2] . Example 6. Continuing Example 2 we have the following graph polynomials and Dodgsons (for any choice of ι and v)
To prove independence of ι we may assume that I and J have distinct letters. Let M = (m i,j ) be a generic square matrix labeled by E(G) ∪ V(G). Let A, B be words of equal length with distinct letters in E(G) ∪ V(G). We prove by induction over |A| = |B| that
is independent of ι. If A and B are empty then a change of ι amounts to conjugating M by a permutation matrix. This leaves the determinant invariant. Now, consider the words Ax, By for letters x / ∈ A, y / ∈ B. The coefficient of m x,y in det M A,B is (−1) ιx−|A<x|+ιy−|B<y| det M Ax,By . We multiply the above equation with the sign on the right hand side of (8) In the following we will frequently reduce graphs to minors by deleting and contracting edges. We write G\e if we remove the edge e from G and G/e if we contract the edge e in G, i.e. we remove e and identify the endpoints of e. Contraction leaves the number of components h 0 (G) and the number of independent cycles h 1 (G) unchanged. Note that contraction and deletion commute.
Only edges which are not self-loops can be contracted. This makes it convenient to pass to the free abelian group Z[G] generated by the set of all graphs G. 
We order the edges before the vertices.
Omitting edge e induces an ordering ι ′ on G\e:
with the analogous statement for j ∈ Je. Because |I| = |J| (without restriction) from (6) we have Ψ Ke (G), these are the only non-zero entries in row and column e. Expanding the determinant along row e gives a sign (−1) ιe−|I<e|+ιu−|J| . Thereafter expanding along column e gives a sign (−1) ιu−|I|−1+ιe−|J<e| . The deletion of columns and rows e, u can be interpreted as deleting e and u while connecting all u-adjacent edges to v (keeping the orientation). This gives G/e. Because |I| = |J| (without restriction) we get
Contracting edge e induces an ordering ι ′ like in case of omitting e. The sums of ι over I and over J induce a sign (−1) |I<e|+|J<e| when passing from G to G/e (like when passing to G\e). With a minus sign from the reduction of the number of vertices in G/e we get Ψ
With sgn(Aev) = −sgn(Ave) the result follows from (6).
Remark 10. By passing to minors, iterated use of (10) [together with (9) ] allows one to reduce Dodgson polynomials to the case I ∩ J = K = ∅,
A cut set is a set of edges that, when removed, cuts the graph G. Cuts in I (or in J) or cycles in K trivialize Dodgsons:
Lemma 11 (cuts and loops). If I cuts G or K\IJ contains a cycle (i.e.
In particular, any disconnected graph has trivial Dodgsons.
Proof. We order the edges before the vertices. If I cuts G then the vertices of G\I split into at least two disconnected sets. If one orders the vertices of G according to the cut, then E G\I is block diagonal (see Example 2). Each non-zero block has the property that the rows add up to zero. The rows of the block that does not contain v still add up to zero after the removal of row v. The transpose of this block sits in the upper right corner of L Iv,Jv K . Because above and underneath this block all entries are zero we have Ψ
If K\IJ contains a cycle we contract the cycle using (10) . In the last step the contraction of a self-loop gives zero.
The case that an edge e is in I but not in J is slightly more complicated. We need the notion of oriented vertices and cycles. Definition 12. We call v ∈ V(G) oriented if non-self-loop edges incident to v are all outgoing or all ingoing. We write e ∼ v for such an edge. In particular e ∼ v implies that e is not a self-loop, although v may have selfloops. A cycle C of edges is oriented if in graph homology ∂C = 0, i.e. there exists a consistent orientation running through C.
Lemma 13 (vanishing sums). Let G be a graph, I, J words in the letters E(G), and K ⊆ E(G). We have
If u ∈ V(G) is oriented and e ∼ u, e / ∈ IJ, then (11) follows.
Note that terms in (12) with f ∈ I drop because they have a double letter in a superscript. Using (9) and (10) we write (12) in the form (14) Ψ
Let e = uv. We order the edges before the vertices and u before v. Then, the only non-zero entries in columns e and u in L Iev,Jv K are at positions (ι u − |Ie|, ι e − |J <e |) and (ι f − |Ie <f |, ι u − |J|) for Ie ∋ f ∼ u, respectively. The non-zero entry is σ = +1 if e begins in u and σ = −1 otherwise.
We first expand along column e and thereafter along column u yielding
with a labeling ι ′ for edges and vertices in G/e which is obtained from ι by omitting e and u. For any f / ∈ Ie we get (see proof of Lemma 9)
Collecting all signs we obtain the identity (note that, without restriction,
Ie ∋f ∼u
With (6) we get
If ι e > ι f then ι f = ι ′ f and |I <f | = |Ie <f |. If ι e < ι f then ι f = ι ′ f + 1 and |I <f | = |Ie <f | − 1. In any case (14) follows.
For (13) consider the graph G ∪ C and order the edges in the subgraph G ∪ {f } by omitting edges in C\f yielding a labeling ι f for each edge f ∈ C. We move column f in L If v,Jv K (G ∪ {f }) to the first slot and call the resulting matrix L f . For the determinant this gives a sign (−1) ι f f −|J <f |−1 (here we define I <f and J <f with respect to ι f ). Note that the matrices L f have no row f , so that they are equal after the first column. Because C is an oriented cycle the first columns of the L f s add up to zero. Hence, f ∈C det L f = 0. Let ι ′ be the labeling induced on G by omitting all edges in C, then
With (6) and |V(G ∪ {f })| = |V(G)| the sign becomes independent of f and hence the right hand side sums up to zero.
The most practical way to use (12) is by (14) . The result simplifies in a special setup with a 2-or 3-valent vertex.
Lemma 14 (see Proposition 1.16 in [12] ). Let G be graph and u ∈ V(G) an oriented vertex with two edges e, f or three edges e, f, h and no self-loops. Let I, J be words in E(G) and e, f / ∈ IJ. If u has degree three then h ∈ J\I. For any K ⊆ E(G) we have
Consider the case that u has degree 3. We may permute edge h to the rightmost position of J. Because this induces the same sign on both sides of (15) we may assume that J = J ′ h. We use (14) and (10) 
For the last identity we swapped h with f which gives a minus sign. If u has degree 2 then the second terms on the right hand sides are absent. In this case G\f /e = G\e/f and we get the result.
Otherwise the edges h, f, h in the graphs G\f /e, G\h/e, G\e/f form a cycle C attached to G\ef /h. To orient C we reverse the orientation of the edge h in G\f /e. This gives a minus sign in Ψ I,J ′ h K (G\f /e). Using (13) on the second superscript gives the result.
A third family of equations are the Dodgson identities.
Proposition 15. For any n × n matrix M and any i = j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
where M I,J is M with rows I and columns J deleted.
Proof. Assume det M = 0. Let m i be the ith column of M andm i be the ith column of the adjoint M of M . Substitutem i andm j in columns i and j of the n × n unit matrix I n . Call the resulting matrix
Taking determinants on both sides gives the result.
If det M = 0 we approximate M by invertible matrices.
Here, we only need a special Dodgson identity. More general results are in Lemma 30 of [2] .
Lemma 16 (Dodgson identity). Let G be a graph, I, J words in E(G) and
where every Dodgson is evaluated at the graph G.
Proof. From (6) and (7) we see that all products of Dodgsons in (17) have the same sign. It hence suffices to prove (17) on the level of determinants.
To do this we pick v ∈ V(G) and use (16) 
Kef . Note that the left hand side of (17) can be rephrased in terms of minors. A standard situation is that a graph has several 3-valent vertices. We need to re-prove a result in [2] with our sign convention.
Lemma 17 (Example 32 in [2] and Lemma 22 in [6] ). Let G be a graph and u ∈ V(G) be an oriented vertex of degree 3 with no self-loops. Then, the graph polynomial Ψ(G) has the structure
where the polynomials
3 , f 123 = Ψ 123 fulfill the equation
Proof. We use (14) for edge e = 1 yielding
1 . Setting α 3 = 0 we get Ψ 2,2
13 is the coefficient of α 2 in Ψ. Likewise we get the coefficients of α 1 and α 3 . The constant term in α 1 , α 2 , α 3 is f 123 while the coefficient of α 1 α 2 is f 0 . Because G\12/3 = G\13/2 = G\23/1 the other quadratic terms have the same coefficient. There is no cubic term because 123 cuts G, see Lemma 11.
Finally, we use the Dodgson identity (17) with e = 1, f = 2, K = {3} and get Ψ 
With (18) and (19) 
The degrees of Dodgson polynomials, (21) is obtained by iteratively using (10) and (14) .
Note that there exist many more identities for Dodgsons in [2, 6, 8] . There also exists a powerful combinatorial approach to Dodgson polynomials. This approach relates monomials to spanning forests and is pursued in [11, 8, 27, 28, 12, 29] .
The c 2 -invariant
In the next two sections we review the definition and basic properties of the c 2 -invariant. Because the material has been covered in several articles (see e.g. [6, 12] and the references therein) we keep these sections short. In particular, we do not give proofs but refer to the literature.
A primitive φ 4 graph is short of being 4-regular (i.e. every vertex has degree 4) by four half-edges. If one adds an extra vertex ∞ to G and connects these four half-edges to ∞ then one obtains a 4-regular graph: the completion G of G. Conversely, G is a decompletion of G. While completion is unique, decompletion is not (in general).
Any primitive graph G has a period (3) which is a contribution to the betafunction of four-dimensional φ 4 theory, see e.g. [13] . Every decompletion of a completed graph has the same period (Theorem 2.7 in [22] ).
The smallest primitive graph is a double edges which has period 1. Periods of larger graphs are non-trivial (and sometimes very hard) to calculate [24] . Lists of known periods are in the files Periods (for φ 4 and h 1 (G) ≤ 11) and PeriodsNonPhi4 (non-φ 4 with h 1 (G) ≤ 8) in [26] . Although the period exists for all primitive graphs, only φ 4 periods have physical meaning. These φ 4 periods have a conjectural coaction structure [19] which may indicate a deep connection between quantum field theory and motivic Galois theory [3, 4] .
Because of this motivic connection there exists interest in φ 4 periods from the mathematical as well as from the physical side. However, progress in calculating φ 4 periods is modest. It is a lucky coincidence that there exists the combinatorial c 2 -invariant, which captures number theoretic aspects of the period. This c 2 -invariant-while being easier to determine-is able to detect arithmetic geometries which will persist in the period, driving some of its motivic structure [5] .
Definition 19. Let G be a graph with at least three vertices and F q be the finite field with q = p n elements (p prime). In this case the point-count (4) of the graph polynomial is divisible by q 2 (Theorem 2.9 in [23] and Proposition 2 in [6] ). The c 2 of G at q is
Note that for a fixed graph G the c 2 associates to every prime power q an element in Z/qZ. In many cases the c 2 is easier to calculate for primes q = p. It is a plausible assumption that the knowledge of a c 2 -invariant at all primes determines the c 2 completely. In practice, one often has to be even more modest and content oneself with the knowledge of the c 2 for a finite prefix of primes (say all primes up to 31).
Note that many graphs may have the same period. The c 2 should be a period invariant (Conjecture 1). In particular, all decompletions of a completed graph conjecturally have the same c 2 (the completion conjecture).
One can use the completion conjecture to limit the number of graphs which may lead to new c 2 s. First, in φ 4 we only need to consider completed graphs. Completed 4-regular graphs have primitive decompletions if and only if they are internally 6-connected, i.e. the only 4-edge-splits come from cutting off a vertex (Proposition 2.6 in [22] ). Second, with Proposition 31 in [6] , the completion conjecture implies that the c 2 vanishes if a completed graph has a 3-vertex-split. Third, if a completed graph has two triangles abc and abd sharing an edge ab then the c 2 is invariant under the ('double triangle') reduction of vertex a by the overcrossing cd, be, where e is the fourth vertex connected to a (e must not be connected to b, Theorem 3.5 in [12] using Theorem 35 in [11] ). This leads to the following definition: Definition 20 (Definition 2.5 in [22] ). A graph with ≥ 5 vertices is a prime ancestor if
(1) it is 4-regular, and (2) it is internally 6-connected, and (3) it has vertex connectivity 4, and (4) it has no edge which is shared by exactly two triangles.
Conjecture 21. The c 2 -invariants of prime ancestor decompletions exhaust all c 2 -invariants up to a given loop order.
We will assume the above conjecture and investigate only (single decompletions of) prime ancestors. For non-φ 4 graphs an analogous definition exists which, however, is less powerful in the sense that vast amounts of prime ancestors give the same c 2 . In φ 4 the number of prime ancestors with equal c 2 at fixed loop order is usually quite modest (see Conjecture 45 and Problem 56).
Denominator reduction
Apart from the reduction to prime ancestors from the last section, the main tool for calculating c 2 s is denominator reduction: Consider a primitive graph G with at least three edges. Assume we want to calculate the period (3) by integrating out one variable after the other (note that there exist much more powerful tools [24] ). With (10) and (17) we get One may continue to integrate out variables in the period integral as long as one does not encounter roots (see [2, 18] ). In this case we obtain a sequence of denominators which are quadratic in each variable. If we focus on the denominator the condition for staying clear of roots is that the denominator factorizes (like after three integrations). If each factor is linear in all variables then the denominator is the product of a Dodgson pair.
Definition 24 (Denominator reduction, Definition 120 and Proposition 126 in [2] ). Given a graph G with at least three edges and a sequence of edges 1, 2, . . . , |E(G)| we define
then we define n+1 Ψ G (1, . . . , n + 1) = ±(AD − BC).
Otherwise denominator reduction terminates at step n. If it exists we call n Ψ G an n-invariant of G. If n Ψ G = 0 for some sequence of edges and some n (and hence for all subsequent n) then we say that G has weight drop.
Note that the n-invariants are only defined up to sign.
Theorem 25 (Corollary 125 in [2]).
For any graph G with at least five edges all 5-invariants exist. Explicitly, one has For n ≥ 5 all n-invariants (if existent) do not depend on the order of edges.
In Corollary 125 in [2] it is proved that after five integrations the integrand of the period has the 5-invariant as unique denominator. It follows that the 5-invariant does not depend on the order of edges (one can also use (13) on the 3-invariant). For n > 5 invariance follows by Fubini's theorem and the connection to denominators of the integrand (or by direct computation, see the remark after Definition 14 in [6] ). Note that for some sequences of edges denominator reduction may terminate sooner than for others. It is not clear in general what an ideal sequence of edges is for getting high invariants.
Denominator reduction is compatible with the c 2 -invariant:
Theorem 26 (Theorem 29 in [6] ). Let G be a connected graph with at least three edges and
whenever n Ψ G exists for n < |E(G)|.
The above theorem was proved for a minimum of five edges in [6] (where n Ψ G was only defined for n ≥ 5). It trivially extends to the case of three or four edges.
Note that the point-count [ n Ψ G ] q is well-defined for all prime powers although the n-invariant is only defined up to sign. Because often denominator reduction is possible for many steps, the above theorem is a powerful tool to determine the c 2 for small q. By experiment, however, we know that denominator reduction for prime ancestors almost never provides all possible reductions.
The Legendre symbol for F q
The Legendre symbol (a/p) is ±1 depending on whether or not a = 0 is a square in F p (while (0/p) = 0). We need an analogous definition for F q . In this section we assume that q = p n for an odd prime p. We embed Z into F q by a → a · 1, 1 ∈ F q . Because p is odd −1, 0, 1 are mutually distinct in F q . We identify these three integers with their images in F q .
Definition 27. For any a ∈ F q the Legendre symbol (a/q) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} is defined by
where the sum is in Z.
Some elementary properties of the Legendre symbol are summarized in the following lemma:
(1) The Legendre symbol is multiplicative, 
Proof. For multiplicativity it suffices that any a ≡ 0 mod p is in half the cases a square and in half the cases a non-square, so that the product of two non-squares is a square.
For (2) we observe that the unique quadratic extension of F p is F p 2 which is in F q if and only if n is even.
For (3) we may assume that a = 0. The multiplicative group F × q is cyclic. If b is a generator of F × q , then a = b m for some integer m ≥ 0. If m is even then a is the square of b m/2 and (a/q) = 1, otherwise (a/q) = −1. Substituting a = b m into the right hand side of (29) gives the result because m(q − 1)/2 ≡ 0 mod q − 1 if and only if m is even.
For (4) we transform α in the sum by the bijection α → (α − B)/A yielding (Aα + B) q = (α) q . We have (0/q) = 0. For α ∈ F × q , half the α have (α/q) = 1 while the other half has (α/q) = −1.
For (5) we observe that (F 2 /q) = 1−χ(F ) with the characteristic function χ(F ) being 1 if F = 0 in F q and 0 otherwise. The result follows by summing over α ∈ F N q .
Equation (29) gives a Chevalley-Warning method to calculate (F ) q modulo p (see e.g. [21] ). We first need a proposition: 
Lemma 30 (Chevalley-Warning
Proof. We use (29) to calculate (F ) q . We embed the sum (27) into F q which amounts to calculating modulo p. After expanding F (q−1)/2 we use α∈Fq 1 = q ≡ 0 mod p and Proposition 29 to see that we need at least an exponent q − 1 in each variable to obtain a non-vanishing term. The unique term of lowest degree with this property is c(α 1 · · · α N ) q−1 , for some coefficient c ∈ Z. Because the degree of F (q−1)/2 is at most N (q − 1) this term is the only contribution to the sum. The sum over this monomial can be restricted to F × q . For any α i ∈ F × q we have α 
Quadratic denominator reduction
The next integration after denominator reduction terminates is schematically (ignoring numerators)
for some algebraic X. The discriminant B 2 − 4AC will be of degree ≤ 4 in all variables. In the next integration we may extract square factors in the root and only enter the elliptic setup if thereafter the argument of the root is of degree ≥ 3 in all variables. Otherwise we schematically have the structure
for some new A, . . . , F . The root on the right hand side may be seen as residue of the integrand at α = −E/D. The general idea of quadratic denominator reduction is to use these structures to continue eliminating variables as long as the geometry of the denominator remains rational.
Definition 31 (Quadratic denominator reduction). Given a graph G with at least three edges and a sequence of edges 1, 2, . . . , |E(G)| we define
Suppose n Ψ 2 G for n ≥ 3 is of the form
Otherwise quadratic denominator reduction terminates at step n. If it exists we call n Ψ 2 G a quadratic n-invariant of G. If n Ψ 2 G = 0 for some sequence of edges and some n then we say that G has weight drop.
Note that quadratic n-invariants have no sign ambiguity. For primitive graphs they have degree 2(|E(G)| − n) [see (21) ]. Compatibility of the cases (35) and (36) with standard denominator reduction is proved in the next lemma (also see Proposition 126 in [2] ).
Lemma 32. In the case of both structures (35) and (36) standard denominator reduction can be used for n Ψ G := ( n Ψ 2 G ) 1/2 . Any of the two quadratic reductions leads to
Proof. If a perfect square (35) of degree 4 in α n+1 factorizes according to (36) then it is of the form
In case (35) we have A = ac, B = ad + bc, and D = bd leading to
In case (36) we have the ambiguity of moving a common square constant in the first factor to the second factor and vice versa. The reduction being of degree (1, 2) in A, B, C and D, E is compatible with this ambiguity. Moreover, standard denominator reduction is symmetric under swapping the two linear factors. We can hence restrict ourselves to the case A = a 2 , B = 2ab,
Although one might expect that case (36) is rare in practice, by experiment we find that rather the contrary is true. With each loop order a small but increasing number of prime ancestors even seems to reduce to a constant. In [29] , K. Yeats proves full reductions for entire families of φ 4 ancestors.
The connection to the c 2 -invariant is similar to the standard case, with the exception that it works only modulo p for odd prime powers q = p n .
Theorem 33. Let G be a connected graph with at least three edges and
G exists. If the standard n-invariant exists we get the statement of the theorem by Lemma 32 and (31). Note that one cannot use the above theorem for counting powers of 2. For graphs of reasonable size, however, counting p = 2 is trivial by Chevalley-Warning. A combinatorial point-count for the prime 2 (and beyond) is performed for some families of prime ancestors in [27, 28] .
Proof of Theorem 33
Throughout this section q = p n is an odd prime power. We need a sequence of propositions. 
Proposition 34. For any
where we used the bijection α → C/α on F × q . Using multiplicativity (28) and (α −2 /q) = 1 for α ∈ F × q we obtain for the sum on the right hand side
Solving for (α 2 + C) q gives −1 and (39) holds. If (C/q) = 1 then there exists an x ∈ F × q so that x 2 = C. With the bijection α → αx we find (α 2 + C) q = (α 2 + 1) q . Now, we sum over all C, interchange the sums over C and α, and use (30) to see that
where we used the previous results. So, (α 2 + 1) q = −1 as desired.
To handle the case A = 1, B = 0 we substitute α → α − B/2 which eliminates the linear term.
For general nonzero A we use multiplicativity (28) yielding
For A = 0, B = 0 the result follows from (30), while A = B = 0 gives
Proposition 36. For any D ∈ F × q and A, B, C, E ∈ F q , (40)
Proof. The term α = −E/D in the sum over α vanishes. If we omit this term and use multiplicativity (28) we get for the left hand side
Using multiplicativity again we get the result from (39).
With these preparations we are ready to prove Theorem 33.
Proof of Theorem 33. At the end of Section 6 we already saw that the theorem holds if standard denominator reduction exists (i.e. at least for n ≤ 5). Because 2h 1 (G) ≤ |E(G)| we deduce from (21) and (34) 
. Every elimination step with non-zero result reduces the degree of the quadratic n-invariant by 2. By induction we get
Assume we have n ≥ 3 in the situation of case (35). By induction and (31), (38) we get modulo p, In the situation of (36) we have by induction
In the case D = 0 we can use Proposition 36 and obtain 
2 (G) ≡ −(AE 2 ) q mod p which completes the proof.
Initial reductions
While it is not clear what is the best sequence of edges for denominator reduction, it always seems advantageous to begin with 3-valent vertices. Note that every φ 4 prime ancestor has four vertices of degree 3, while primitive non-φ 4 graphs have at least six such vertices. We immediately see from (24) and Lemma 11 that the 5-and the 6-invariants factorize if one reduces the edges 2,b,3,c,1,a of two generic 3-valent vertices (see and Figure 1 for the labeling of edges). From (10) and Definition 24 we obtain:
1a . Moreover note that from (10) and (15) we have
The graph G\12ab/3c is G with the six edges 1, 2, 3, a, b, c removed (see Lemma 4.5 in [12] ). Because the 6-invariant factorizes we get a minimum of seven standard denominator reductions. We always get one extra quadratic reduction by (35). Lemma 38 shows that we always get nine reductions by eliminating a third 3-valent vertex. Triangles in the completed graph further simplify denominator reduction. Because we can restrict ourselves to prime ancestors (see Definition 20) we can ignore the case of double triangles (two triangles attached at a common edge). This leads to a classification of prime ancestors by three classes of increasing difficulty: graphs with (1) no triangles, (2) isolated triangles, (3) vertex-attached triangles (hourglasses). Decompletion of these cases lead to the substructures in Figure 1 . Lemma 37 (Lemma 4.5 in [12] ). Consider a graph G which has a substructure as in Figure 1 without the oriented vertex ABC. Let G 0 be the graph without the plotted edges and vertices. In the cases (1), (2), (3) we define
Then, the n-invariant for n = 6, 8, 10 (respectively) is
Proof. We reproduce the proof in [12] to accommodate our sign convention.
Case (1) is (42) and (43). For case (2) we observe the following structure:
for some X, Y which are constant in α 4 , α 5 . For the first equation we used (10) and Lemma 11 for the cut 2, 3, 4, 5. For the second equation we used the cut 1, 4, 5 and G\124ab/35c = G\125ab/34c = G 0 . The result follows by standard denominator reduction in α 4 and α 5 . Case (3) follows from case (2) using edges d, e in the same way as (2) followed from (1) using edges 4, 5.
Lemma 38. Consider a graph G with a substructure as in Figure 1 . With the notation of Lemma 37 we define f 0 , f A , f B , f C , f ABC according to (19) with respect to the edges A, B, C of the graph G 0 . Let
respectively. Then, the quadratic n-invariant for n = 9, 11, 13 (respectively) is
, where
is the Källén function.
Note that case (3) needs more than four 3-valent vertices and hence only exists in non-φ 4 graphs.
Proof. With (10) we see that g 0 = Ψ 23,bc (H\AB/C) is also the coefficient of α A α C and α B α C in Ψ 23,bc (H). By Lemmas 11, 17 the n-invariant n Ψ G in (44) is
with some polynomial X which is constant in α A , α B , α C . Quadratic denominator reduction (35) of [ n Ψ G ] 2 allows us to eliminate α A and α B yielding an expression which is quadratic in α C . This corresponds to the case D = 0 in (36). The reduction in α C is the quadratic coefficient
With (20) we obtain the result.
Of the 1731 prime ancestors at loop order 11, only 31 have no triangles. For these only the nine reductions of case (1) in Lemma 38 are available. However, in a special setup where one has an arrangement of eight or twelve squares (see Figure 2 ) one obtains an extra simplification leading to a tenth reduction. At 11 loops, 8 prime ancestors with no triangle are of this type. Lemma 39. Assume a graph G has a substructure as in Figure 2 (I) or (II). Let G 0 and H be defined as in Lemma 37 (1) and let H 0 ∈ Z[G] be H without the vertex ABC. Then the quadratic 10-invariant with respect to the 10 solid edges is
Proof. We show that g A = g B = g C = 0 in Lemma 38, yielding 9 Ψ 2 G = −4f 0 f ABC g 2 0 : By (10) the coefficient g A is given by the Dodgson Ψ 23,bc (G\A/1aBC). Because 12BC is a square in G the edge 2 is a self-loop in the graph G\A/1aBC. The vanishing of g A then follows from (11) . Likewise g B = Ψ 23,bc (G\B/1aAC). Now, 13AC is a square and the edge 3 is a self-loop in G\B/1aAC.
To prove g C = 0 we use that by Theorem 25 the 6-invariant ± 6 Ψ G is invariant under permuting 1, 2, 3, a, b, c . The graph G 0 = G\12ab/3c in (43) is trivially invariant. Solving (42) for Ψ 23,bc (G/1a) and permuting 1 and 2 gives Ψ 23,bc (G/1a) = ±Ψ 13,bc (G/2a). Therefore, g C = Ψ 13,bc (G\C/2aAB). With 23AB being a a square in G, the edge 3 is a self-loop in G\C/2aAB and we get g C = 0 from (11). Now we are in the situation of (36) in Definition 31. In the graph G 0 \AB/C edge 4 has a degree 1 vertex and by (10) , (19) , and Lemma 11 we get that f 0 = Ψ(G 0 \AB/C) = Ψ(G 0 \AB/4C) is constant in α 4 . This implies A = 0 in (36) and the result follows from (10) and the explicit expressions for f ABC and g 0 in (19) and Lemma 38.
By experiment the resultant on the right hand side of (48) factorizes in case (II) into polynomials which are linear in each variable. We did not find reductions beyond ten edges in prime ancestors with no triangles.
Affine reduction
Before calculating (F ) q for a homogeneous polynomial F (and a fixed odd prime power q) it is possible to reduce one variable by passing to affine coordinates. In practice, one can use the simple lemma:
Lemma 40. Let q be an odd prime power and F ∈ Z[α 1 , . . . , α N ] be homogeneous of degree 2N . Then
On the right hand side ambient spaces F N −1 q and F N −2 q , respectively.
Proof. We split the sum over α 1 in (27) into α 1 = 0 and α 1 = 0. If
is a non-zero square in F q . By multiplicativity of the Legendre symbol this factor is trivial and the sum over α 1 provides the factor q − 1. We obtain
If we reduce the second term in the sum by the same method applied to α 2 we get the result.
Because of the smaller ambient space and the simplification by setting α 1 = 0 in F the two rightmost terms in (49) are significantly faster to count than (F | α 1 =1 ) q . An even more powerful and mathematically nicer reduction is provided by the following theorem:
Theorem 41. Let q = p n be an odd prime power and F ∈ Z[α 1 , . . . , α N ] be homogeneous of degree 2N . Assume F is of degree ≤ 4 in each variable. Let The formula (51) is powerful because the F i 1 are amendable to quadratic denominator reduction and affine reduction. Moreover, one can choose a convenient edge 1. This makes counting the (F i 1 ) q basically trivial.
Proof. We use the following setup: Define F J I for sets of edges I, J in analogy to F i , F i in the theorem and write f J I for (F J I ) q mod p. Here, N is an index set and we write compositions AB for the disjoint union of two sets A, B.
We prove that for disjoint subsets I, J ⊆ N we have Table 2 : First occurrences of identified c 2 s. The notation [w, x] refers to a weight w level x newform; X[ℓ, n] refers to loop order ℓ and graph number n in the file X which is Periods (P), ListOfℓLoopAncestors.m (A), PeriodsNonPhi4 (N), ListOfℓLoopNonPhi4Ancestors.m (AN) in [26] . We determined initial prime sequences (prefixes) for the c 2 -invariants of all φ 4 graphs up to 11 loops and all non-φ 4 graphs up to 10 loops. We also investigated prime φ 4 ancestors of loop orders 12 and 13 with hourglass subgraphs. In the case of loop order 12 we only determined their c 2 if quadratic denominator reduction led to a maximum of 10 variables or if standard denominator reduction lead to Dodgson pairs in ≤ 13 variables (see Definition 23) . For 13 loops we mostly restricted ourselves to the latter case. In total we added 1731 c 2 calculations at 11 loops, 1749 + 1464 calculations at 12 loops and 87 + 2044 calculations at 13 loops to the results in [7] . In the non-φ 4 case we analyzed all 36247 graphs of ancestor type at 10 loops. In total we were able to distinguish 4801 sequences (in [7] we had 157 unique cases). Table 1 in the introduction gives all identifies c 2 s with superscripts indicating the maximum prime which was counted to establish the identification. Note that some identifications are proved for all primes, either by a full quadratic denominator reduction for dimension zero or in [6, 16] . Because we do not expect any visual connection between the graph and the c 2 (see [28] ) we do not plot the graphs of identified c 2 -invariants. Table 2 gives their first occurrences in [26] where all known prefixed are available.
We identified two types of c 2 s. Type 1 are Legendre symbols which correspond to dimension zero in Table 1 . Note that the 'quasi constants' z 2 , z 3 , z 4 , y 5 in [7] are the Legendre symbols (a/q) for a = 4, −3, −4, 5, respectively. Type 2 are modular c 2 s defined as follows:
Definition 42 (Definition 21 in [7] ). A primitive graph G is modular if there exists a normalized Hecke eigenform f for a congruence subgroup of SL 2 (Z), possibly with a non-trivial Dirichlet-character, with an integral Fourier expansion
such that the c 2 -invariant satisfies
2 (G) ≡ −a p mod p for all primes p. The dimension of the c 2 is the weight of f minus 1.
Fourier coefficients of modular forms were calculated with Sage [20] . In general, newforms of high or odd weights are harder to generate than even or low weights. Modular c 2 s were only searched up to the generated levels which are listed in the following table: These results were previously found up to 10 loops in [7] (see Conjectures 26 and 25) . We checked the consistency of our partial data at loop orders 12 and 13 with (2) and (1) up to level 200. See Problem 56 for an attempt to interpret result (2).
Conjectures and problems
Note that Conjecture 25 in [7] missed the existence of the Legendre symbols (−12/q) at 12 loops (9/q) at 13 loops.
Conjecture 45 (Conjecture 25 in [7] ). The only φ 4 prime ancestor with c (q) 2 ≡ −1 mod q for all q is the complete graph K 5 .
Conjecture 46 (Conjecture 26 in [7] ). If a primitive φ 4 graph is modular with respect to a modular form f then the weight of f is ≥ 3.
The main motivation to study c 2 -invariants comes from the demand to understand the geometries underlying perturbative quantum field theory. From the existent data one may be let to the conclusion that there exists an analytical property which holds for all c 2 s.
Conjecture 47 (Dodgson intersections). Every non-zero c 2 has a minimal model which is a Dodgson intersection (see Definitions 23 and 43).
In dimension zero the point-count of a Dodgson intersection is the Legendre symbol of a Källén function (47) in the coefficients. This gives all (a/q) with a ≡ 3 mod 4. The first missing Legendre symbol in Table 1 Note that standard denominator reduction gives Dodgson pairs if both factors are linear in all variables. However, standard denominator reduction seems almost never to proceed to the dimension of the c 2 and quadratic denominator reduction does not give Dodgson pairs. So, denominator reduction cannot be used as support for the above conjecture (see Problem 54). In Table 3 we list Dodgson pairs for some c 2 s.
From Conjectures 45 and 46 we do not expect all Dodgson intersections to be perturbative geometries. At least one arithmetic property seems necessary to describe geometries of c 2 -invariants in φ 4 theory. One might suggest the following picture: Dodgson intersection Arithmetic property φ 4 Yes Yes non-φ 4 Yes No
In zero dimensions the arithmetic property seems to be related to cyclotomic polynomials or exceptional primes 2 and 3. In one dimension the arithmetic property must be strong enough to eliminate all elliptic curves. Regretfully, we have no conjecture for this arithmetic property.
x + y − z xy + xz + 2yz (−3/q) x + y + z xy + xz + yz (4/q)
x + y xz − yz (−4/q) x + y + 2z xy + xz + yz (5/q)
x + y − z xy + xz + yz (9/q) 2x + y xz − yz (−12/q) 2x + 2y + 2z xy + xz + yz [2, 11] [3, 7] vw + vx + wy + wz vyz + wxy + wxz + xyz [3, 8] vy + wy − wz + xz + yz vwx + vwz + vxy + wxy + wyz [3, 11] vw + vy − xy − xz vwx + vxz + wxy + wxz + wyz +xyz [3, 12] vw − vx − vy + yz vwz + wxy + wxz + xyz [3, 24] vw − vy + vz − wz + xz vwx + vwz + vxy + wxy − wyz [4, 5] uvx + uxy + uxz + vwy + vwz uwz + uyz + vwx + vwz + vxy +vyz + wxy + wyz [4, 6] uvx + uxy + uxz + vwz uvy + uwy + uwz + vwx + vwz +vxy + vyz + wxy + wyz Problem 48 (The main problem). Find the missing arithmetic property so that one can conjecturally describe the class of perturbative geometries.
In general, dimensions of non-identified c 2 -invariants are hard to guess. We, however, have the following lemma:
Lemma 49. Let G be a graph with N edges. If the quadratic n-invariant n Ψ 2 G (α n+1 , . . . , α N ) exists for some n < N then for odd primes the zero locus of α 2 0 α 2(N −n−1) N − n Ψ 2 G (α) is a model of dimension N − n − 1 for c 2 (G). Proof. We first prove that
) q mod q. Only the case α N = 0 contributes to the point-count on the right hand side modulo q because for α N = 0 one obtains a factor q from the trivial sum over α 0 . Counting α 0 gives 1 plus the Legendre symbol ( n Ψ 2 G α −2(N −n−1) N /q) = ( n Ψ 2 G /q), where we have used (28). Because n < N the sum over the constant 1 vanishes modulo q. If we add and subtract the terms with α N = 0 we get the above formula. Conjecture 51. Any primitive graph G has dim(c 2 (G)) ≤ 2h 1 (G) − 11.
The above bound is sharp at loop order 8 for P 8, 41 in [22, 26] . In some cases quadratic denominator reduction does go all the way down to dim(c 2 ). The minimum number of variables after quadratic denominator in the case of unidentified c 2 -invariants in φ 4 is five. This conjecturally refers to dimension ≤ 4 (one particular case of a four-dimensional variety with unidentified c 2 was given in Section 5.3 in [7] ). We conjecture that four is a sharp lower bound for the dimension of unidentified c 2 -invariants in φ 4 . Unidentified sequences at dimensions ≥ 4 also seem to account for the noticeable drop of modular forms at weights ≥ 5 in Table 1 .
For non-φ 4 graphs we have quadratic denominator reductions to four variables in unidentified sequences. We hence seem to have first unidentified sequences at dimension 3 in non-φ 4 .
Conjecture 52. Every φ 4 c 2 -invariant of dimension 2 or 3 is modular. No φ 4 c 2 -invariant has dimension 1. Every non-φ 4 c 2 -invariant of dimension 1 or 2 is modular.
We also conjecture that there only exists a finite number of perturbative geometries at any given dimension.
Conjecture 53. The number of φ 4 c 2 -invariants at fixed dimension is finite.
A general problem is to get the best possible denominator reduction. The author thinks that quadratic denominator reduction is optimal with respect to a single variable. This means if we look at reductions with respect to polynomials in one variable, then we cannot do better than in Definition 31. The situation may be different if one considers two (or more) variables α n+1 , α n+2 and studies the structure of the denominator in these variables. In this setup it is possible that there exist configurations which allow one to do more reductions. Ideally, one would like to have a denominator reduction that goes down to a minimal model. Problem 54 (Higher dimensional denominator reduction). Generalize (quadratic or standard) denominator reduction by considering structures in two or more remaining variables. Try to find a complete set of reductions, so that denominator reduction always gives a minimal model.
Note that in [6] such a two parameter reduction was used to get the minimal K3 model.
Another problem related to denominator reduction is to identify graphical configurations that give reductions. For the first reductions this was done in Section 8. Note that these graphical reductions are very helpful at high loop orders because they reduce time-and memory-consuming factorizations of large polynomials. Another interesting approach in this direction is to identify families of graphs which reduce to a fixed (small) number variables, see [29] .
Problem 55 (Graphical denominator reduction). Try to find explicit expressions in terms of Dodgson polynomials for a maximum number of denominator reductions.
Conjecture 45 means that the family of primitive φ 4 graphs which have c 2 -invariant −1 is completely characterized by the purely graph theoretical property of having a K 5 ancestor. (The K 5 -family is studied in [15] .) Note that there exist many primitive non-φ 4 graphs which have c 2 ≡ −1 and do not reduce to K 5 by double triangle reductions. The c 2 ≡ −1-family seems to be more or less the only family (defined by its c 2 ) which is fully characterized by the ancestor. It would be interesting to see if a more general concept of ancestor can be defined which characterizes other c 2 -families. See Section 4.6 in [11] for some results in this direction.
Problem 56 (Graphical c 2 -families). Find more (ideally, a full set of ) operations which reduce the graph while leaving the c 2 unchanged. Graphically describe full families of graphs with equal c 2 (beyond the K 5 -family).
